Designed To

Sell

W

hen
Xiomara
Martinez
sets the stage for a
big show, she targets
a specific audience
— potential homebuyers. The owner of
HomeX Décor
on Marco Island,
Martinez revamps
and rejuvenates
properties to make
them more appealing on the housing
market.
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Xiomara Martinez, foreground,
with an Island home, 919 Caxambus
Court, in the background, which was
provided by Advanced Photography
Specialists.

Highlight your home’s assets with home staging
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“For properties that are not selling, I come in
and use my skills and creativity to turn them into
homes that attract interest and, most importantly,
buyers,” said Martinez, of her methodology.
Home staging has been increasing in
popularity due to the rise of unsold homes and
their owners trying to beat the days-on-market
averages. It starts with a consultation and a
detailed analysis of the property’s strengths and
weaknesses.
“I look at the home and see the problems right
away,” said Martinez, who opened her office on
the Island in 2008.“I’ll play up the potential, and
I’ll target what needs to be changed.”
For most of Martinez’s clients, their properties
have been on the market for more than three
months, which carries the mounting cost of a
mortgage, taxes, utilities, insurance and other
expenses during the time it lingers without a
buyer. So, her focus is to overhaul the home,
using cost-effective, creative solutions.
“I utilize everything in their house and come
up with inventive ways to reduce cost,” said
Martinez of home staging.“They cannot spend
more than they would generate.”
She does this by using the homeowners’
existing items while incorporating money-saving
decorating techniques, such as putting slipcovers
on couches, re-upholstering artwork and hanging
window coverings.“I re-arrange furniture and
revive what they already have,” Martinez said.“It
takes more time. It would be easier for me to
purchase new things, but I don’t in order to save
money and save what they own.”
Sometimes she does need to buy new items,
while other times require removing pieces all
together.“It’s all about creating an appealing
ambiance,” Martinez said.“And that can mean
bringing in candles for the look and smell or decluttering by putting items away.”
Exteriors matter as much as interiors when it
comes to home staging. That’s why she spends a
good amount of time transforming the outside
with paint, mulch and plants.“You will not get
anybody into your house if it looks distressed
from the outside,” Martinez said.“It’s like
shopping. If it doesn’t look good from the outside,
the interest is gone.”
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Clockwise: Xiomara Martinez, of HomeX
Decor, works to stage a home at 919
Caxambus Court. Martinez uses existing
furnishings to update the design. Accent
pillows update any furnishings. Greenery
adds extra color to the space. Details, like
place mats and napkins, add to any
interior design. Martinez makes living
spaces look more inviting by adding filled
wine glasses.

Martinez has been in the business for 17 years. She started investing in properties,
re-designing them and selling them at a higher price with her former husband in
Miami. She branched out with her own investment and home staging business in
2003. A few years later, when the real estate market declined, she moved to Marco,
her longtime vacation destination, to focus on staging homes. “People were
struggling to sell,” Martinez said. “It was the perfect time to concentrate on
something I knew how to do well.”
Although the timing was right for Martinez, she says, most sellers delay in
seeking home-staging services. “They wait until the property is on the market for
months or years,” Martinez said. “They wait until they’ve lost too much money
before they ask for help. The time to get a home stager is before you even put the
house for sale.”
Debbie Roseberry struggled to sell her Marco vacation home for over a year. It
sold just three months after Martinez revamped it. “I couldn’t have done what she
did,” said Roseberry who owned the home for 11 years. “She de-cluttered, changed
colors and mixed furniture pieces I couldn’t even think of touching. Her ideas are
innovative, and they work.”
Even though Martinez enjoys using her
ingenuity to transform distressed properties,
success stories of sold homes are what she strives
for. “At the end of the day, the goal is to sell these
properties,” Martinez said. “And that’s what
satisfies me — to see sold homes.”

HomeX Décor
118 South Barfield Drive,
Marco Island
(786) 897-4505)
homestagingsouthflorida.com
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